POWER QUALIFICATION
SYSTEM
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Qualification is the process by which a person “sells” him/
herself to others.
If you were at a job interview, and you were somehow sensing
that your résumé isn’t exactly landing you the job, you would
rush and say: Hey but I know how to do X, Y and Z too. That is
qualifying yourself to the other person.
Your job interviewer in this case.
At that job interview, you just rushed to let your interviewer
know that you are more than what his/her eyes are seeing. That
you are more capable, a better candidate for the position. That’s
what qualifying does.
At the job interview the applicant could have attended not
giving a fuck about if he gets chosen or not. But the minute he
qualifies himself saying he does X, Y and Z, the frame of the
interaction changes. He now gives a fuck and it’s trying to get
the job. The positioning changes and the interviewer becomes
the chooser.

An Alpha Man is always the chooser in the interaction. That is
his positioning. He has the power, and the other person is
seeking the approval of the power.
When you rise to the position of being the chooser, she’ll accept
the frame - because it’s her nature to be submissive to a strong
man - and fall into the mindset of “yes I’m chasing this guy”. She
automatically becomes significantly more attracted and
interested in you.
And you do that with Qualification.
At any any stage of the interaction, and specially in the
attraction phase, you want to get your woman to qualify herself
to you.
A woman can qualify herself spontaneously. Suppose you are
there talking to a girl, and suddenly one out of nowhere she
says: BTW, I’m a business consultant for this huge company …
what she’s actually telling you, is: I also know X, Y and Z like the
job interview. She’s aiming for you to have more evidence why
you should like her better, besides all that you are experiencing
of her, she’s also trying to tell you that she’s successful and
intelligent.

And that is key.
You should always accept and acknowledge that from her. She’s
telling you “would you like me now ?” So, don't be an ass and
reward her for that. Ohh Great, tell me more about it ( if you want
to hear it, advisable) but you always accept her for that. You
don’t need to agree with her, those investments she’s doing for
you are not open for debate.
Active listening is required for you to catch those auto
qualifications, that come very subtle sometimes. Failure to do
that, and she will translate that as you don’t like her for what
she is, and loose her attraction for you.
Pay attention, get off your head and be aware. Wherever you are
BE there. Be present.

HOW TO MAKE HER
QUALIFY HERSELF
TO YOU

The easiest way to get her to qualify, is playfully disqualify her.
You do it playfully, you do it fun. Me: Oh, you are such a good girl,
too bad we’d never get along … or … Oh you are a sexy brunette
indeed, too bad I’m into blondes … I’m playfully disqualifying
her.
Questions Qualifiers Those are the most affective, since you
can ask whatever you want to get her to qualify herself to you, in
any way you want.
One of the most famous qualification questions is Neil Strauss
“What are 3 things about you that would make a guy want to get
to know you, but can’t have anything to do with your looks?”.
These questions will vary depending in the depth of the
emotional investment requested. The above mentioned, puts
the girl in a position where she really have to think her answer,
because in her mind she’s thinking “what does this guy want
me say, so I can get it right”.
Another example: “If you had to name your three most positive
dominant qualities, what would you say they are?”

Once you get a fair share of answers from women, you will
begin to notice some ratios and some answers patterns. The
patterns will be within the realms of sex, logic and cognition
and emotion.
So, some answers like “feisty”, “adventurous” and “mysterious”
can be classified as sexual; “intelligent”, “disciplined” and
“good learner” as cognitive-logic, and “loyal”, “friendly”,
“truthful” fit best under the emotional label.
Ideally, you should get one answer from the three categories. If
you get all logic and emotion answers, you are probably not
framing her sexually enough and you will probably be jerking
off that night, if you don’t pick up the pace on the attraction. On
the contrary if you are getting primarily sexual answers, you’ve
framed this girl as sexual, and she does feel very sexual around
you.
You should be qualifying the girl early in the interaction, always
in a high point of it, when both of you are having a great time, a
great vibe.

Always be playful while qualifying, don’t get grim, don’t get
serious about it. Too many guys put the breaks on the
interaction, and make this part really serious and make it such
a great deal that kills the whole vibe.
Inception Qualifier This type of qualification is very powerful,
because she doesn’t even have to think about answers or
investing. She will just nod YES, unconsciously fill in the gaps
and behave like the way you want.
It goes something like this: “I have always liked women that are
very passionate, and correct me if I’m wrong, but I get the
feeling that you are very passionate, but you haven’t got the
chance to be passionate for while” Breakdown: I’m framing her
as a passionate girl - who doesn’t want to be reckoned as
passionate - no one ever, especially women.
She can’t really argue with me, because it’s a feeling that I get
from her, so she will accept the frame and will seek
opportunities to behave passionately around me :) and I also
challenged her when said that I get the feeling too, that she
hasn’t got the chance to be passionate lately … so guess who is
she going to be passionate with, in the next hour or so ? win ? :)

Remember that women can qualify herself to you without even
asking for it. So be very aware of how the interaction develops.
Once she qualifies, by the book, you should move into rapport.
But the interaction is extremely dynamic, and also there may be
external factor included, that you also have to be aware of, that
can alter the “proper” unfolding of the events i.e. alcohol.
So you may want to bed her without any emotional connection
and do that after the fuck itself. You can calibrate the situation
to taylor it to your desires. Remember, you are the chooser now.
Active Qualification It’s when a woman starts to DO things for
you. She brings you food, she buys things for you, etc. Every time
she does that, reward her. If she’s hot and you like her, and if you
think that she’s really deserving it, give her the best reward
ever: an epic fuck. If you don’t want to have sex with her, a
caress, a compliment, while being sincerely grateful. But
always recognize and reward those behaviors.

But remember that qualification is the process by which she is
trying to “make you like her” so whatever she says or does to
qualify herself recognize it, accept it, cheer it and, depending
on the investment she’s making for you, reward it.
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